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TECHCRUNCH

Yogurt Store Employee
Confirms Jobs “Not dead yet”
DEC 31, 2008 2:19PM

Robert “I like yogurt” Scoble interviewed Steve Jobs’ yogurt purveyor,

asking him if the wizened CEO had been in lately. The answer? Yes. So

Steve is well enough to eat yogurt. Smack 32 cents onto Apple’s stock

price. This frenzied speculation about Jobs is quite sad indeed. As we all

know, Jobs is the driving force behind Apple’s innovation but, last time I

checked, Apple has 32,000 employees all dedicated to making the

products we love. Just because he might not show up this year is no

cause for alarm. Heck, based on this +5 Turkleneck of CEO Charisma

Correlation Effect, you’d expect Windows 7 to suck with the figurehead

Bill Gates out of the picture. Apparently it doesn’t because even I’m

interested in Windows 7.    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Memo to All Crepe-Hangers: It
Still Ain’t Nobody’s Business If
Jobs Is or Isn’t [BoomTown]
DEC 31, 2008 2:00PM

Now, it’s getting flat-out macabre.

That would be the continuing swirl of attention the health of Apple icon

Steve Jobs has been getting.

Rumors of his impending demise have been popping up periodically

since the too-thin crisis of the Worldwide Developers Conference in June

and look that they won’t stop until it actually comes true.

My grandmother used to have a perfect rejoinder for this kind of funeral-

chasing behavior, which was prevalent among her gang of Italian sisters,

who–whenever anyone caught a cold–predicted the worst outcome:

“Don’t be a crepe-hanger.”

This time, more rumors surfaced yesterday in Gizmodo, curiously a week

before the MacWorld at which he is famously not appearing. The site

used a single–yes, that’s right–source saying his illness and not Apple’s

business troubles with the conference’s organizer, IDG, was the reason

for his pull-out.

The rumor, of course, sent Apple (AAPL) shares into a tailspin for the

day, before others–such as CNBC’s Jim Goldman–posted just-as-strong

refutations of the Jobs-Is-On-His-Last-Legs stories.

Blogger Robert Scoble even talked to a worker at a yogurt store that Jobs

frequents and got a health report (good!).

Oh, dear–yogurt workers as medical experts? What’s next? Brain surgery

consultation from the Starbucks barista? This is what we’ve descended

to?
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It has to stop, because the fact of the matter is that Jobs’ health is still

nobody’s business, as it has not been throughout this bizarre obsession

with one man’s personal issues.

In post in late July, the last time this issue surged, I wrote:

And after listening to all of the debate about it–mostly

indignant declarations by the media, making their case

mostly by wheedling milder indignant declarations from

stock analysts and corporate tsk-tsk outfits–I have concluded

that what is ailing Jobs is exactly no one’s business.

Even if his every breath is critical to the ongoing operations of

Apple, the reason most use as their main argument for Jobs

to tell all, it goes double.

Why?

Well, any Apple investor has to know by now that Jobs

suffered from a rather serious bout with a curable version of

pancreatic cancer some years ago and that recovery includes

inevitable complications.

And, indeed, the only decent argument you can make to focus so intently

on Jobs’ health of any relevance is the impact on Apple company stock,

which is self-righteously trotted out each time these specious reports

emerge.

The thing is, a lot of companies have been run by execs with health issues

(and countries too–VP Dick Cheney’s ticker has been misfiring for a long

time now, for example, and he still seems to have been running the show

with a verve we wish he perhaps did not so much of have now).

But, to be fair, I will acknowledge the issue. But if anyone does not get

that Apple’s CEO has health issues by now, they are ignorant in the

extreme. The situation should be baked into the stock price.

In addition, Apple is run by a lot of other competent people besides Jobs

and they too are part of its success. Here’s a news flash–Steve Jobs does

not conceive, manufacture and wrap every iPhone and iPod.

That is the kind of mythology that has, of course, been propagated a lot

by Apple and it is–like a lot of things–a bit true in a bigger concept.

But, as I recently said, when Jobs inevitably leaves the company,

probably on his own two feet in retirement, the Cupertino HQ will not

suddenly be taken up to the skies as if it were the rapture.

Maybe the yogurt shop guy knows about when that’s going to happen.

Speaking of rapture, here’s singer Jill Sobule singing about that at a

recent D: All Things Digital conference.

And, in the second, she sings perfectly about how we should behave

when it comes to what will be inevitable for us all. People riveted by Jobs’

fate might do well to take her sage advice.

Here are the videos:   

TECHCRUNCH

30GB Zunes All Over the World
Fail En Masse
DEC 31, 2008 1:19PM

It seems that a random bug is affecting a bunch, if not all, 30GB Zunes.

Real early this morning, a bunch of Zune 30s just stopped working. No

official word from Redmond on this one yet but we might have a gadget

Y2K8 going on here. Hear their plaintive cries:

re: MAN COME ON MY 2ND ZUNE 30 STOPED WORKING

!!!!!    
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TECHCRUNCH

Google’s Top Ten Products
(More Or Less)
DEC 31, 2008 11:59AM

Can you name Google’s top ten products? If you look at how Quantcast

ranks Google’s subdomains, you can get a sense of which Google

products are the most popular, since they each have their own

subdomain. Google’s main search engine tops the list with an estimated

136.6 million unique visitors in the U.S. Then comes Google Maps (36

million), Image Search (31.7 million), and Gmail (10.5 million). Google

Docs, Sites, and Knol are still too small to make the top-ten, but are all

showing decent growth.

YouTube and Orkut are not included below because they are on their

own domains, but YouTube would be second with 70 million unique

visitors. Orkut is not popular in the U.S., so it would not be a factor in

this particular list. And I took out sorry.google.com, the domain Google

uses to try to catch bots and spyware. It would have ranked No. 8.

Another notable trend that Quantcast measures is the rise of Google

Book Search, which it claims surpassed Google News in visitors back in

September. Perhaps the enhanced newspaper archive search features it

introduced back then helped. Book Search visitors are now at 8.4 million

vs. 7.4 million for Google News, according to Quantcast. Other

measurement services such as comScore and Compete show Google

News to still be bigger than Google Book Search. ComScore for instance

shows Google News at 15.6 million unique U.S. visitors in November,

compared to 7.8 million for Book Search. But both also show significant

growth in Book Search visitors since the summer.

The Quantcast numbers are not completely reliable because Google’s

sites have not been “Quantified” (the process Quantcast uses to collect its

most accurate data). But they are roughly accurate. Below the Quantcast

rankings, I’ve put the comparable rankings from comScore for U.S.

visitors. Some of the rankings are different, but nine out of same

products make it on each list. (The only difference is that comScore

counts Google Product Search, while Quantcast counts Google Groups).

Quantcast

1. Google Search

2. Google Maps

3. Google Image Search

4. Gmail

5. Google Book Search

6. Google News

7. Google Video Search

8. Picasa

9. Google Earth

10. Google Groups

ComScore

1. Google Search

2. Google Image Search

3. Google Maps

4. Gmail

5. Google News Search

6. Google Video Search

7. Google Product Search

8. Google Book Search

9. Picasa

10. Google Earth
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Crunch Network: CrunchGear drool over the sexiest new gadgets and

hardware.

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Hulu: Turns Out We Didn’t
Miss Sarah Palin So Much, After
All [MediaMemo]
DEC 31, 2008 11:00AM

File under “interesting and a bit surprising”: Earlier this month I cited

Comscore data which showed that traffic to red-hot Hulu had fallen off

from October to November. That made sense, because the site had

shown a huge spike due to interest in the “Saturday Night Live” Sarah

Palin clips, and those became less interesting after Election Day.

But here’s data that shows that Hulu’s post-Sarah let down may not have

been as bad as we thought. The source: Comscore.

The measurement company’s “Video Metrix” survey, out today, shows

that Hulu’s unique viewers fell 6.4% from October to November. The

Comscore (SCOR) Media Metrix data I cited earlier showed a 10.8% drop

(click to enlarge).

That’s because the two data sets are measuring two different things.

Comscore analyst Andrew Lipsman’s explanation:

While Media Metrix data only accounts for visitors to the

property URL, Video Metrix accounts for viewers across the

expanded network of sites where video might be viewed. So

while only visitors to Hulu.com are counted in Media Metrix,

viewers of Hulu videos anywhere on the Internet would be

credited in Video Metrix.

In other words: The new data also includes the audience from Hulu

distribution partners like MySpace, as well as all those blogs that became

de facto distribution partners by taking advantage of Hulu’s handy

embedding feature. Once you factor them in, the joint venture between

News Corp.’s Fox (NWS) and GE’s NBC (GE) becomes much stickier.

(But keep in mind that the distribution deals — at least the official ones

— cut into Hulu’s slim margins).

Note also that the number of videos viewed dropped by an even smaller

margin — 3.6%. And note that engagement numbers — minutes per

viewer and minutes per video — increased during the same time. And

note that all of this comes after a huge spike from September to October

— uniques had jumped 91% — which means that the site was still able to

keep most of its new audience.

It’s still worth watching to see how much of that audience sticks around

over the long haul. Hulu’s most popular clips for December are almost

entirely composed of “Saturday Night Live” bits. And unless I missed

something, bits like this Obama parody aren’t generating the same kind

of excitement that the Palin clips did. But I gotta say — it sure is easy to

embed these suckers.   
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TECHCRUNCH

Angelsoft Gets An Upgrade,
Opens Network To Venture
Capitalists
DEC 31, 2008 10:19AM

Angelsoft, a New York based company that develops a platform for

connecting early-stage investors and entrepreneurs and managing

investment deal flow, has released a significant update to its software

and is finally opening up its network to VCs next to angel investors.

When the company released version 3.0 last September, the upgrade was

centered more about making it easier for early-stage investors to sift

through entrepreneur applications, search and rate them, etc.

The new version is called Angelsoft 3.4 and comes with 317 updates

(release notes), most of them bug fixes, but also introduces a number of

features including a nifty ‘Tripit’ style one that enables users to e-mail in

deals to a default e-mail address. The company says that most key

features have been added to make it easier for VCs to manage deal flow,

but that there was also a lot of improvements for angel investors.

Angelsoft was started in the fall of 2004 by David S. Rose, Chairman of

the New York Angels, and Ryan Janssen. The company claims to

currently cater to 442 angel groups and VCs, 14,852 investors, with 3,100

startup applications coming in a month. Angelsoft’s public stats show

that 1,32% of the applicants ultimately get funded, but also that the

activity on the network is definitely picking up.

Crunch Network: CrunchBase the free database of technology

companies, people, and investors

   

TECHCRUNCH

Update Twitter, Doogie Howser
M.D. Style
DEC 31, 2008 9:33AM

I knew someone would eventually nail the perfect service for updating

Twitter. That day has come, with the launch of Twoogie, where you can

send and view tweets in true Doogie Howser, M.D. style.

Just add your username behind the URL to view your Twitter stream the

old school way (e.g. TechCrunch). To update, you’ll need to log in with

your Twitter credentials.

Twoogie comes straight from Syndeomedia Labs, based in the

Philippines and Australia.

You can tell us how cool it is or how we write too much about Twitter

related stuff in 3, 2, 1 …

Crunch Network: CrunchBoard because it’s time for you to find a new

Job2.0
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TECHCRUNCH

YouTube Looks Back At A Year
In Video; Hulu Brings in 2009
Live From New York
DEC 31, 2008 8:36AM

YouTube is posting their year end review of the top videos, measured by

ratings, favorites and number of comments.

Last year they posted just 10 videos. This year, 24. They’ll be posting one

per hour all day today and then summarize them at midnight when

everyone will presumably find them much funnier because they’ve been

drinking for hours (hopefully not alone watching the Big Apple fall live

on Hulu).

Make your guesses on which videos will be included. I’ve started things

off with the one above, which I imagine is very likely to be included.

Crunch Network: MobileCrunch Mobile Gadgets and Applications,

Delivered Daily.

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Saying Nothing in Stereo. Tools
as Novella. [Voices]
DEC 31, 2008 8:04AM

By Dave Johnston, Blogger, One Man Lab

A large section of the Internet today reminds me of the guy at your high

school in 1984, out in the student parking lot, talking endlessly about the

awesome new stereo in his red Camaro Z28. He spends much more time

in that parking lot showing everyone his massive kicker box and bad ass

set of tweeters than he does actually using them.

And when he does use them, it’s primarily so everyone else can hear it.

You know this guy. In fact, you might have been this guy, or girl (Sony

made pink Walkmans). I’m sure at some point I might have been this

guy, but about ten years down the road.

The other day I gave my used iPod Nano to my 8 year old nephew as an

unexpected gift.

His first response was, “Cool! Let’s put some songs on it!”

Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Apple’s Holiday Headache
[Voices]
DEC 31, 2008 8:03AM

By Robert X. Cringely, Columnist, InfoWorld

It seems Apple (AAPL) fanboys and fangirls who found an iPod Touch

under the tree this year also got a big hunk of coal from Jolly Old St.

Steve.

When users connected their just-out-of-the-ribbon-and-wrapping iPods

to the iTunes service, they were prompted to update the device’s

firmware to Version 2.2. That’s when Scrooge stepped in with a big fat

error message:

“There was a problem downloading the iPod software for the iPod ‘My

Ipod.’ You do not have permission to access the requested resource.”

Apparently the iTunes servers had drunk a bit too much egg nog the

night before and were trying to sleep it off, leaving untold numbers of

iTouch users without their toys on Christmas morning. Cringester B. M.

is spittin’ mad about it:

Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

The Unsung Story of Quest for
Fame [Voices]
DEC 31, 2008 8:02AM

By Hiawatha Bray, Technology Reporter, Boston Globe, Boston.com

Legendary blues guitarist B.B. King had a point when he sang “Never

Make Your Move Too Soon.” Just ask Mike Fritz, a Framingham man

who helped develop a billion-dollar idea 11 years before its time.

On a trip to Natick Mall during the 2005 Christmas shopping season,

Fritz saw someone wielding a plastic toy shaped like a guitar, and having

a wonderful time. He was playing Guitar Hero, a new video game that let

players pretend to be the lead guitarist in a rock band.

Fritz immediately recognized Guitar Hero as a great idea - that’s because

he once worked for a company that created a nearly identical game back

in 1994.
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Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Behind Dell’s Snippy Attitude
[Voices]
DEC 31, 2008 8:01AM

By Adam Lashinsky, Senior Writer, Fortune

A couple years ago, right around the time Dell’s exploding laptop

batteries were getting a fair amount of media attention, I had breakfast

in San Francisco with a senior Dell executive. He was seriously annoyed

by all the focus on Dell (DELL), even though his company wasn’t the only

one with the spontaneous combustion problem caused by Sony’s (SNE)

batteries.

I used, with little success, an explanation I like to give subjects trying to

understand their media coverage. It revolves around a key scene in the

fabulous Ron Howard movie “The Paper” in which a tortured city hall

official pleads with a columnist to know why the latter is targeting the

former in his columns. “You don’t get it, do you,” replies the news man.

“It’s your turn.”

Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

The Future Of Social Search (Or
Why Google Should Buy
Facebook) [Voices]
DEC 31, 2008 8:00AM

By Eric Schonfeld, Co-Editor, TechCrunch

If you could search your friends’ thoughts, interests, and activities, would

that be a better search experience? In many cases, it would be. Searching

for restaurants, books, or movies, would turn up recommendations from

people you actually know. If you are researching a trip to Florence, Italy,

you might discover ten friends who have been there already, and could

ask for advice on what to do. These scenarios have been the dream of

social search for a few years, with both startups and search engines

taking a stab at it. But so far it’s been a failed dream.

Yahoo’s (YHOO) experiment with social search, Yahoo 360 MyWeb,

never took off. is being shut down. It was a rudimentary social search in

that relevant bookmarks from friends showed up as search results. And

search has never been Facebook’s strong suit.

Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Kara Visits hi5 (the Quieter
Social Network) [BoomTown]
DEC 31, 2008 8:00AM

With all the attention given to Facebook and MySpace, it’s hard for other

social networking sites to get much attention, unless–like Bebo–they

manage to sell themselves off to a big company for an ungodly amount of

money.

Still, many smaller sites are chugging along, such as the San Francisco-

based hi5 Networks, trying to build strong niche businesses and find

other means of making money besides the still unproven advertising

space.

In hi5’s case, that has recently meant a push into the virtual gifts using

virtual money, which is bought with the real kind. The company hopes to

let members buy other goods and services in the future in this “coin”

system.

The hi5 service, which is much more internationally popular, especially

in Spanish-speaking countries (where it is often the #1 site), is also

testing out mobile efforts, avatars and virtual worlds, all in an effort to

set themselves apart.

It currently claims 56 million unique monthly visitors every month, with

offerings in 27 languages.

Here’s a video of a tour I did of hi5’s offices in San Francisco recently,

along with an interview with its CEO Ramu Yalamanchi, who founded

the company in 2003, talking about all this and more:
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TECHCRUNCH

The Mob Wars War Is Over
DEC 31, 2008 7:31AM

The ongoing litigation between Mob Wars creator David Maestri and

SGN is over. On December 16 the two sides reached a settlement. The

Mob Wars game goes to Maestri, but SGN will have rights to create

similar style games itself. SGN also received an undisclosed financial

settlement.

The history of this powerful little app is dramatic. It was first created by

Maestri while still employed at SGN’s former iteration, FreeWebs, under

the pseudonym Jason Gilbert. That alone is evidence that the game

actually belonged to his employer. Maestri left SGN in February 2008,

and SGN sued Maestri for control over the game. For more background,

see here.

Mob Wars, which is a game that lets players act as criminals and rise

through the mob ranks by committing crimes, fighting other players,

etc., brings in a lot of money. Players use real currency to buy weapons

and other virtual goods on the site. Some estimates suggest revenue may

have peaked at $1 million/month, and there are nearly 2.5 million active

users of the application on Facebook today.

It has also spawned a number of copycats, including Zynga’s Mafia Wars,

with 2.7 million active users.

Given that the settlement allows SGN to create its own knockoffs without

fear of future litigation, I’d expect to see Maestri pursue Zynga and

others for intellectual property infringement.

Crunch Network: MobileCrunch Mobile Gadgets and Applications,

Delivered Daily.
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Guten Tag.
DEC 31, 2008 5:00AM

... und tschüss!

Guten Tag und ein gutes Jahr.    

TECHCRUNCH

Holiday E-Commerce Sales Fall
Flat
DEC 31, 2008 3:53AM

Online holiday sales deflated 3 percent this year. ComScore estimates

that holiday sales in the U.S. totaled $25.5 billion between November 1

and December 23, the last day orders could be delivered in time for

Christmas. The comparable total in 2007 was $26.3 billion.

Sales were struggling to keep up with last year’s totals all holiday season.

In the end, they fell short. (Hitwise comes to the same conclusion).

A simple look at U.S. traffic to retail sites in December through

Christmas Eve (see table below) shows that eBay had the most unique

visitors (85.4 million), followed by Amazon (76.2 million), and Wal-Mart

(51.5 million). Even though eBay attracted the most people, its traffic

was down 4 percent from last year. Amazon saw 7 percent more visitors,

which might have contributed to its claiming to have a great Christmas.
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But the retail sites that saw the biggest increases in visitors was Apple

(up 19 percent) and Hewlett-Packard (up 28 percent). Dell, in contrast,

saw a 17 percent decline in visitors.

(Photo by Randy Son of Robert)

Crunch Network: CrunchBase the free database of technology

companies, people, and investors

   

TECHCRUNCH

Hitwise: High-Income Shoppers
Slashed Spending Most Over
The Holidays
DEC 31, 2008 12:36AM

Hitwise has just released a brief report examining the spending habits

for web users over the holiday season. Using traffic data from its Retail

500 index, the site found that traffic in 2008 was lower than it was last

year, but was (perhaps surprisingly) higher than it was back in 2006.

The study also found that the biggest drop off in traffic was among

shoppers that fell under the ‘high-income’ demographic, which is

classified as households earning more than $150,000 per year. Traffic

from these upper-class buyers dropped 12.33% comparing December

2007 to December 2008, versus a drop of around 1% for those making

less than $30,000 a year and an increase in traffic from everyone else.

The report doesn’t make any guesses as to why this happened (perhaps

the more wealthy users were losing more money in the stock market?),

but it’s an interesting trend nonetheless.

Finally, the report says that the trends toward lowered traffic reversed in

the days immediately following Christmas as shoppers looked for deals.

This was especially pronounced at “luxury retailers”, who may have been

forced to slash prices more viciously in light of the economic climate.

Crunch Network: CrunchGear drool over the sexiest new gadgets and

hardware.

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

“Best Holiday Season Ever”
Actually Worst Holiday Season
Ever [Digital Daily]
DEC 30, 2008 11:42PM
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The 2008 holiday shopping season was one of the worst on record for the

e-commerce sector–despite Amazon’s (AMZN) “best-holiday-season”

ever pronouncements. Online retail spending declined three percent

year-over-year, according to comScore (SCOR), which had expected sales

to remain flat for the period beginning Nov. 1 and ending Dec. 23– the

last day to purchase online with the possibility of delivery by Christmas

Eve.

Online spending during this same period in 2007 topped out at $26.33

billion. In 2008, it fell to $25.53 billion.

“This marks the first time we’ve seen negative growth rates for the

holiday season since we began tracking e-commerce in 2001,” said

comScore chairman Gian Fulgoni. “The combination of having five fewer

shopping days between Thanksgiving and Christmas and the severe

economic headwinds faced by consumers has made this a really tough

season for retailers, both offline and online.”

Obviously. Online spending for the fourth quarter–Oct. 1 to Dec. 28–is

even worse than that of the holiday season. It fell four percent year-over-

year to 36.8 billion, marking the first full quarter to record a negative

growth rate since comScore first began tracking e-commerce.   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

One More Newspaper Gives Up
the Ghost: Spanish Language
Hoy New York Goes Web-Only
[MediaMemo]
DEC 30, 2008 11:39PM

Here’s another newspaper that’s giving up on newsprint and going all-

digital: Hoy New York, a free Spanish-language daily, published its last

print edition today.

The move will cost 16 employees their jobs, says John Paton, CEO of

Impremedia, the publisher that owns Hoy and several other Spanish-

language titles, including El Diario La Prensa in New York and La

Opinión in Los Angeles.

Hoy joins a handful of other pubs that are cutting back on print or

ditching it altogether–most recently, the Detroit Free Press and the

Detroit News announced they would limit home delivery of the print

edition to three days a week–but I wouldn’t go overboard reading too

much into this one. That’s because the free distribution strategy that Hoy

employed has been an experiment from the get-go.

That said, New York still boasts two free print dailies: Metro, published

by Sweden-based Metro International SA, and AM New York, published

by the troubled Tribune Co. (TXA), which sold Hoy to Impremedia last

year. Both target the elusive and wily young, affluent, nonnewspaper-

reading demo.   
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ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Google: Weisel Sees Search
Momentum Holding Up
[Voices]
DEC 30, 2008 11:24PM

By Tiernan Ray, Blogger, Barron’s, Tech Trader Daily

Sifting through data from Web site ranking firm comScore (SCOR) about

November’s search engine results, released last night, Thomas Weisel

analyst Christa Quarles concludes that “Google (GOOG) continues to

gain audience market share from its competitors and dominates the

rankings globally while both Yahoo (YHOO) and Microsoft (MSFT)

continue on a downward trend.”

Quarles did not alter any estimates or her price target or rating on

Google.

The comScore “qSearch” International report gives traffic ranking for

Web search sites overseas. It shows Google’s share of search increased by

1.6 percentage points in November, to 62.4 percent; Yahoo’s share of

worldwide searches declined a quarter of a percentage point, to 8.3

percent; Microsoft’s share rose five percentage points to 1.9 percent, and

Baidu’s (BIDU) was 11.4 percent, down about one percentage point.

Globally, meaning, when you add in the U.S., Google was 61.9 percent of

searches, up 1.5 percentage points.

Read the rest of this post    

TECHCRUNCH

Large Form iPod Touch To
Launch in Fall ‘09
DEC 30, 2008 11:11PM

We’ve got this from three independent sources close to Apple: expect a

large screen iPod touch device to be released in the Fall of ‘09, with a 7 or

9 inch screen. Prototypes have been seen and handled by one of our

sources, and Apple is talking to OEMs in Asia now about mass

production.

Apple has been experimenting internally with large form tablet devices

for years, one source says, but there was concern that users wouldn’t like

the device. The difference now is the iTunes app store, which has

thousands of games and other applications that are perfect for a touch

screen device with an accelerometer. Apple says more than 300 million

applications have been downloaded since the App Store launched in July

2008. Combine the App Store, iTunes and a browser and you have one

heck of a device.

We don’t have any information on pricing. The current iPod touch, with

a 3.5 inch screen, starts at $229. The 32 GB model is $399. We expect

the price on the larger iPod touch to be significantly higher.

Apple rumors, particularly Apple tablet rumors, tend to come and go. I’m

not saying Apple is definitely launching a large form iPod Touch. But

sources I trust are saying they are currently planning to, and one source

has actually held the device.

Crunch Network: CrunchBase the free database of technology

companies, people, and investors
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TECHCRUNCH

Squatters Are Screwed; Nobody
Cares If Your Domain Has That
Hot New Suffix
DEC 30, 2008 10:53PM

Quick, name three significant web sites that have domain extensions that

end in .me or .tv. Having trouble? Sure, there are a few of them out there

(kyte.tv and Buddy.tv come to mind, but I can’t think of any major

.me’s). For all of the hype surrounding these extensions at launch,

they’ve largely failed to deliver.

Earlier today Chris Dannen at FastCompany wrote a post titled “How

2009 Will Spur The Rebirth Of Cyber Squatting“. In it, Dannen writes

about the beginning of a new age of domain squatting, as ICANN (the

organization that handles domain name registrations) begins accepting

applications for new domain name suffixes. He posits that with the

emergence of new extensions like “.nyc” or “.law” these squatters will be

given a new lease on life, with a nearly endless number of possible

domains to plunder. Legitimate companies, likewise, will have to register

as many domains as they can in the hopes of fending off sites like

“Microsoft.sux”.

Fortunately, Dannen is wrong. Some overzealous companies may still go

to the trouble of snatching up as many domains as they can, but it will be

for naught.

If ICANN does wind up releasing dozens or hundreds of new domain

name extensions, extensions in general will become increasingly

meaningless. Many people are already confused enough by the

differences between common extensions like “.net” and “.com”. And

they’ve generally rejected the overhyped extensions that are already out

there, like “.tv”. Adding countless others to the mix will only make them

more confused, to the point that they no longer care.

Instead, they’ll just turn to search engines. Many people are already

using Google to search for whole domain names, and I can’t think of the

last time I’ve directly entered a URL from an ad I heard on TV or the

radio (I usually just type the company name into Google). Search engines

generally do a better job at identifying the most authoritative sites in a

space, and as they get smarter by paying more attention to user location

and semantics, the bias for search engines over URLs will only become

stronger.

To some extent we need this - the internet has essentially run out of good

domain names. Most startups and small companies can’t afford to play

the squatting game, leading them to create brand names that are as

forgettable as they are meaningless. As we make the jump from the URL

to the search engine, they’ll be able to name themselves whatever they’d

like, even if they use an obscure extension.

This won’t kill off cyber squatting entirely - .com’s will continue to

command exorbitant prices, and a handful of domain extensions may

eventually emerge as popular alternatives to .com and .net. But the idea

that the web will soon become “incomprehensibly more vast and

expensive” is simply misguided. It might get a little bigger, but it won’t

be anything Google can’t handle.

Crunch Network: CrunchGear drool over the sexiest new gadgets and

hardware.

   

TECHCRUNCH

Techmeme Highlights Top 10
Stories Of The Year
DEC 30, 2008 10:45PM

Techmeme, a popular partially-automated tech news site, has released a

list of its top 10 stories from 2008. Megan McCarthy, the site’s recently

appointed human editor, has published the list on the Techmeme blog.

McCarthy writes that headlines were determined using Techmeme’s
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internal data, which allows it to generate what is at least a somewhat-

objective list of the year’s most widely read (and written about) stories.

The year’s top story was Microsoft’s proposed takeover of Yahoo (in

classic Techmeme fashion, McCarthy includes two ’sub-headlines’ under

this one, one from the Wall Street Journal, another from Google).

Other top stories include the launch of Google’s Chrome, the rumored

buyout of Digg (originally reported here), and the launch of the iPhone

3g

The list is also reflective of the unique nature of Techmeme and its

audience. Some of the hottest topics, like Apple’s decision to drop its

controversial iPhone NDA, probably won’t make any top 10 lists on

traditional tech news sites, as the issue wasn’t particularly relevant to

most consumers.

Perhaps the biggest misfit on the list is the launch of Google’s spoken-

word iPhone app, coming in at #5. I absolutely believe that this ranked

highly in Techmeme’s internal metrics (it seemed like everyone wrote

about it repeatedly, especially after its three-day delay), but voice search

hasn’t exactly turned out to be Earth-shattering.

For the whole story, which includes explanations for why each one was

so popular, be sure to check out the blog post.

Crunch Network: MobileCrunch Mobile Gadgets and Applications,

Delivered Daily.

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Sell Sirius to the Free Local
Radio Broadcasters? [Digital
Daily]
DEC 30, 2008 10:44PM

With nearly $1 billion of its $3.3 billion total debt coming due in

February 2009, a lousy liquidity situation and shares trading around 13

cents, the New Year does not look promising for Sirius XM Radio (SIRI).

Even with the tools to raise its stock price above the $1 threshold

necessary to avoid delisting and meet at least a portion of the loan

repayments it faces next year, the struggling satellite radio outfit’s future

seems uncertain at best. Really, there’s no reason not to believe that the

company will continue to disintegrate in 2009.

So, though CEO Mel Karmazin recently ruled out any interest in

privatization in the near term, maybe it’s time to think about selling

Sirius XM again. The question then becomes, to whom?

How about a coalition of free local radio broadcasters?

A ludicrous idea? Perhaps. But over at RadioWorld, WHDX/WHDZ

owner Dave Wilson makes a compelling argument for it. “According to

Yahoo Finance, Sirius XM’s enterprise value at this writing is less than

$4 billion,” Wilson writes. “This means free local radio broadcasters

might be able to buy all of the stock of Sirius XM, buy out those with

minority ownership interests, and pay off Sirius XM’s debt for about $4

billion. If $4 billion sounds like a lot of money to you, well, you’re right.

But consider this: In 2008, the FCC collectively charged free local radio

$22,439,275 in regulatory fees to fund all of the wonderful things it did

for us. Dividing $4 billion by $22.44 million yields a ratio of 178. So, if

you want to know how much it would cost a station to participate in a

local radio buyout of Sirius XM, simply take that station’s 2008

regulatory fee and multiply it by 178. For a small-market Class A FM

station, it would be $106,800. For the highest-powered FM in the largest

market it would be $1.8 million.”

So a local radio buyout is financially possible. But is it possible from a

regulatory standpoint? Wilson says it is, as long as no AM or FM licensee

owns more than 4.99 percent of Sirius XM shares. Feasible from a

business standpoint as well, if you adopt a cable company-esque

business model. “The real beauty of bringing free local radio and satellite

radio together would be the increased value it would bring to consumers,

and thus to us as licensees,” Wilson argues. “Imagine this–our satellite

company uses 100 satellite channels to broadcast radio programming

nationwide. National spots are sold by our satellite company and we all

share in the profits. Local spots would be sold by each of us in our local

markets.”

Sounds like a wonderful plan for local radio, doesn’t it? Too bad it’ll

never happen.   
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ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Gawker Media’s Nick Denton
Sells Another Blog and Puts
Another One on the Block
[MediaMemo]
DEC 30, 2008 10:43PM

Gawker Media’s Nick Denton continues to shrink his blog empire: He

has sold off Consumerist.com to Consumers Union, the nonprofit that

publishes Consumer Reports. And he is in talks to sell Defamer.com.

Denton wouldn’t comment on the sale of Consumerist, an advocacy site

with attitude that he put on the block last month. And he would only

confirm that Defamer, his attempt to break into Hollywood coverage, is

for sale.

But I’m told that Consumerist may have fetched something in the “mid-

six figure range,” and that a logical buyer for Defamer would be BuzzNet,

the pop culture blog network that picked up Denton’s Idolator music site

earlier this year.

When the Defamer sale is complete, Denton will have nine blogs left,

down from a high of 15. He has also laid off staff, reduced compensation

and is trying to force vendors to cut their fees–and generally followed

most of the playbook he published this fall in his “doom-mongering”

memo.

Last month, Denton boasted about record revenues. But he says that

December sales are poor–as they have been across much of the Web

world.

UPDATE: Here’s a comment from Nick, who objects to my use of the

verb “shrink” in my first paragraph. He suggests “prune” as an

alternative: “The six sites we’ve put up for sale or merged this year

represent about a tenth of our total page views. Our core

properties–Gizmodo, Gawker, Kotaku, Jezebel, Lifehacker, io9,

Fleshbot, Jalopnik and Deadspin–make up for that in about two months

of growth.” And he notes that Gawker Media pageviews are up 67

percent, to 259 million, in November, according to Quantcast.   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

HP Printers: Big in Iran?
[Voices]
DEC 30, 2008 10:27PM

By Justin Scheck, Blogger, WSJ.com, Digits

There’s lots of talk in the tech industry these days about capitalizing on

growth in “emerging markets,” countries like China, Vietnam and Brazil

where people are rapidly buying computers and printers.

A story in Monday’s Boston Globe says Hewlett-Packard Co. is taking

that strategy one step further: Its printers, writes Farah Stockman, “have

become a top seller” in Iran–a country whose economy the U.S.

government wants to prevent from emerging.

Since 1995, the U.S. government has had an on embargo on trade

between U.S. companies and Iran due to the Iranian government’s

“sponsorship of international terrorism and Iran’s active pursuit of

weapons of mass destruction,” according to a U.S. Treasury Department

fact sheet.

Read the rest of this post    

TECHCRUNCH

iSkoot Moves Beyond Mobile
Skype With Notifier
DEC 30, 2008 10:23PM
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iSkoot is moving beyond Skype for mobile phones with the release of a

more general mobile application called Notifier on AT&T’s Media Mall.

Notifier lets users read RSS feeds and interact with Facebook, email

(Gmail and AOL mail) and IM (AIM and Google Talk).

This isn’t an iPhone/Android application, it’s made for users who don’t

have those kinds of fancy phones. It currently works with a variety of LG,

Sony, Samsung and Motorola handsets, and it costs $2.99/month.

Why this is interesting: this is the productization of the technology they

acquired with Social.IM, one of the first chat applications for Facebook.

It also makes iSkoot less reliant on the whims of Skype - today their

primary product is a technology and application that lets people use

Skype from mobile phones.

Diversifying their business is probably one of the arguments they made

in justifying their recent $19 million funding. Perhaps they can spend

some of that money and invest in a new logo.

Crunch Network: CrunchGear drool over the sexiest new gadgets and

hardware.

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Here to Save Iceland, Start-Ups:
Björk [MediaMemo]
DEC 30, 2008 8:27PM
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The econalypse is about to crush a slew of start-ups. Which could make it

an excellent time to invest in start-ups. If this logic makes sense to you,

you may be:

• A very successful angel investor, who conveyed this logic to me this

morning from the confines of a very, very nice Manhattan

apartment (I’ve only seen views of Central Park like that from an

airplane).

• Or Björk, the Icelandic sort-of popstar.

More info on the latter: Björk has announced the creation of a new

venture fund, named…BJÖRK.

It is “intended for investors seeking investment opportunities in new

venture creation and the business development of small companies with

the objective of catalyzing the recovery of the Icelandic economy,” and

will invest in companies “that create value through the uniqueness of

Iceland’s nature and culture,” according to Audur Capital, an Icelandic

financial services company that will manage the fund.

It’s not clear whether Björk has contributed anything to the fund beyond

her name. Audur is putting up the initial seed investment of 100 million

Icelandic kronur, which these days is the equivalent of $826,000. Audur

describes itself thusly: “We are aware of risk and social responsibility,

and we are unafraid to put feminine values into finance…. If you are

looking for an investor or an advisor who can bring not just financial

capital, but also emotional capital, we may be just your partner.”

[Image Credit: The TripWireNYC]   

TECHCRUNCH

MD5 Collision Creates Rogue
Certificate Authority
(Translation: Bad News for the
Internet)
DEC 30, 2008 8:03PM

At the 25th Chaos Communication Congress (CCC) today, researchers

will reveal how they utilized a collision attack against the MD5 algorithm

to create a rogue certificate authority. This is pretty big news, so read on.

When you make a secured connection to a website via HTTPS, a public

key certificate is sent from the server to your computer. This certificate

contains a digital signature which your computer uses to verify the

identify of the site to which you’re connecting. Certificates are “signed”

by a Certificate Authority (CA), which acts as a kind of middle-man: you

trust the CA, so you can trust the certificates signed by the CA. Anyone

can create a certificate authority, though, so most browsers have a list of

known reputable and trustworthy CAs. When your computer gets a

certificate from a server, your browser checks the CA that issued it to

determine whether the CA is trustworthy. If the CA is trustworthy, your

browser assumes that the certificate being presented is trustworthy.    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

AAPL Sauce [Digital Daily]
DEC 30, 2008 7:36PM
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3 days of gains gone in just two minutes. That’s what happened to Apple

(AAPL) shares today after Gizmodo published a rumor suggesting Steve

Jobs’s declining health is the real reason he won’t deliver the keynote at

Macworld 2009. Apple hasn’t yet commented on the report, nor has

anyone that could reasonably verify it. And they almost certainly won’t;

Apple’s longstanding company line has always been “Steve’s health is a

private matter.” And anyone close enough to Jobs to comment on such

rumors with any degree of authority surely won’t for fear that Jobs would

brain them with the nearest MacBook. But CNBC’s Jim Goldman — who

earlier this month reported Jobs’s decision to skip the Macworld keynote

had nothing to do with his health — is calling BS on the Gizmodo report.

There is “no new news,” Goldman says of Jobs’s health. “[He’s ] totally

fine as far as we know.”   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

RIM: Despite Decline in U.S.,
Avian Sees Hope [Voices]
DEC 30, 2008 7:22PM

By Tiernan Ray, Blogger, Barron’s, Tech Trader Daily

Combing through Research in Motion’s (RIMM) 6-K filing with the SEC

dated Dec. 19, which covers the company’s third fiscal quarter ended in

November, Avian Securities wireless analyst Matthew Thornton writes

that the company’s prospects are still intact as it moves past product

delays to introducing new BlackBerrys, including the Curve 8900, also

known as the “Javelin,” along with November’s lineup of Storm, Flip and

Bold.

Thornton trolls through various stats from the filing, including the fact

that U.S. sales, which are 58 percent of revenue, were down nine percent

in Q3 from the prior quarter, though up 62 percent year over year.

Read the rest of this post   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

Boobs [Digital Daily]
DEC 30, 2008 7:12PM

Facebook’s Terms of Service and Code of Conduct state explicitly that

“photos and videos containing nudity…are not allowed.” So it shouldn’t

come as a surprise to anyone that the social network removes images

that violate those terms, even if they happen to feature a mother

breastfeeding her child. Yet, a fast-growing group of mothers is

protesting Facebook’s prohibition of member breastfeeding photos that

reveal the nipple or areola. Rallying on-site in a group called “Hey

Facebook, Breastfeeding is not Obscene” that now boasts well over

80,000 members, they’re asking the social network to exempt such

photos from its TOS. “I don’t want future moms to feel that breastfeeding

is shameful,” Heather Farley, one of the groups organizers, told the San

Jose Mercury News. “It might keep them from breast-feeding.”

Now that some 40 states now have laws allowing women to breastfeed in

public, why shouldn’t Facebook allow them to post their breastfeeding

photos?

Because a photo of an exposed breast with a baby in it is still a photo of

an exposed breast. And right now Facebook members are prohibited

from posting photos of exposed breasts to their profiles. “We agree that

breastfeeding is natural and beautiful and we’re very glad to know that it

is so important to some mothers to share this experience with others on

Facebook, including children,” Facebook explained in a statement.

“Photos containing a fully exposed breast–as defined by showing the

nipple or areola–do violate those terms on obscene, pornographic or

sexually explicit material and may be removed.”   
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TECHCRUNCH

Organize Your Company With
WizeHive (Beta Invites)
DEC 30, 2008 6:27PM

Yammer definitely started something. The enterprise Twitter service has

more competition today from Wizehive, a Web-based group messaging

and task management service for businesses. WizeHive just launched in

beta. We have 500 invites (just enter “TC2009″ when you sign up).

WizeHive is a bootstrap startup funded with $100,000 from the

founders Mike Carson and Michael Levinson. Levinson is also the

founder of DreamIt Ventures, a YCombinator-like startup incubator in

Philadelphia. DreamIt itself did not invest, but Levinson created

WizeHive out of the frustrations of managing all the different DreamIt

projects and applicants. Says Levinson:

I needed something to organize all my thoughts and

activities for DreamIt. Stuff was flying all over the place. I

looked at Basecamp and Central Desktop, I didn’t think they

were intuitive enough, the way the interfaces were designed,

for my partners (who are business partners, not techies).

Although it is similar in many respects to Yammer, Present.ly  (our

review), Basecamp, Central Desktop, and even in some ways to

Producteev (our review), WizeHive is a worthy competitor and adds a

few twists of its own.

Like Yammer and the rest, WizeHive lets you set up workgroups and

displays messages to everyone in a Twitter-like stream. But

conversations are threaded. You can click to see an entire thread (the

most recent message also appears at the top of the stream). WizeHive

also works great on the iPhone and other mobile browsers (Blackberry

and Android optimizations are coming soon), and you can get it as a

desktop Adobe Air client or receive alerts in your email. (If you CC

notes@wizehive and put the workspace in brackets in the subject line of

an email, WizeHive will ingest and categorize the contents of the email,

including attachments). Soon, you will be able to get WizeHive updates

in your Twitter feed as well.

WizeHive also adds task-management features like Basecamp, Huddle,

and Producteev. You can create a task, set a due date, and assign it to

yourself or to someone else. Each task can be marked as “open,”

“completed,” or “in progress.” You can also upload files, and everyone

can view them in-browser. Images and files can be attached to specific

messages.

The most distinctive feature of WizeHive, though, is that it allows you to

create a small database for each workspace, complete with customizable

data fields. This is great for managing contacts or organizing events.

WizeHive plans to add additional apps for which it will charge

subscription fees. The first two due out in January will be a simple

Opprtunity Trackking app for CRM purposes and one for TimeSheets.

WizeHive already has an API and hopes others developers will build

their own add-ons.

WizeHive is free for up to three people and up to 50MB of storage, and

then fees start at $8 a month for a small group, with additional fees fro

extra storage. Add-on apps built on top of the API will cost less than $10

a month, and is where Levinson thinks he can make the most money.

WizeHive Overview from mike on Vimeo.

Crunch Network: CrunchBoard because it’s time for you to find a new

Job2.0
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ALL THINGS DIGITAL

TVPredictions: Apple to Dump
AppleTV in 2009 [Voices]
DEC 30, 2008 6:23PM

By Tiernan Ray, Blogger, Barron’s, Tech Trader Daily

Okay, take this for what it’s worth: TVPredictions.com, whose most

interesting feature is a sidebar on the home page listing the “HD Hottie”

of the day–a picture a day of some young starlet, preferably in a bikini,

who’s currently gracing hi-def TV screens–has offered the prediction that

Apple (AAPL) will scrap its AppleTV interactive TV device next year.

Predicts “Swanni,” also known as Phillip Swann, the author of just about

all the posts on TVPredictions, “In 2009, dismal sales of Net TV set-tops

will turn into non-existent sales, no matter how many different ways the

products are promoted. So, I predict that Vudu will close its doors in

2009 and Apple’s Steve Jobs will finally call it quits on his least favorite

hobby, AppleTV.”

Read the rest of this post    

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

The Promise of Broadband–Is
the Umpteenth Time a Charm?
[BoomTown]
DEC 30, 2008 6:01PM

In an article in The Wall Street Journal today comes the news that

“President- elect Barack Obama’s call to improve the nation’s broadband

infrastructure has cable and phone company lobbyists maneuvering to

get a leg up.”

To BoomTown, this is akin to Ebenezer Scrooge making his overnight

transformation, except without any soul, sincerity or true intent to

actually care about the consumer.

God help us, everyone.

Because if these same companies had been around during, say, the

critical rollout of the federal highway system or universal telephone

access, we’d all be tooling down dirt roads and talking via tin cans.

Still, a whiff of interest from a new administration–a move that is much

too long in coming, due to a complete lack of leadership by the Feds, who

have egregiously ignored exactly how important broadband ubiquity is to

the U.S. economy–and we are apparently off to the races.

It’s high time, given, as the Journal article points out, “the U.S. has

slipped to 15th from fourth place since 2001 in broadband penetration,

according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development.”

We are tops in costs of these services, though!

Ouch.

Of course, the cable and phone giants are pushing for the government to

pay for a lot of it–as they reap big bucks from high-penetration areas and

try to get public dollars to pay for areas that have no broadband access.

As usual, the government will be the piggy bank–as it should have done

much earlier–doling out tax credits and incentives and backing bonds,

grants and vouchers.

Still, said the Journal, the cable and phone giants are bickering over the

definition of speed, even as they continue to try to block public

broadband projects and public-interest groups try to force the

government to impose conditions on private companies.

So, while a new intent by the new leadership in Washington is a good

thing, a little bah-humbug on the part of consumers is probably still in

order.

Speaking of that, here are two videos of highlights of an interview Walt

Mossberg and I did with outgoing FCC Chairman Kevin Martin, along

with Verizon Wireless head Lowell McAdam, about these very issues at

last May’s D: All Things Digital conference.

Here are the videos:

Part 1
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Part 2   

TECHCRUNCH

SlideSix: A Guerrilla
Presentation Sharing System
DEC 30, 2008 5:39PM

At last night’s meet-up I met a guy named Todd Sharp who created

SlideSix.com, a presentation sharing system that supports

PowerPoint/PowerPoint 2007, PDF, OpenOffice, and MOV files. It

supports uploading and embedding of slides in any web page. It’s not

much to look at right now, but I works correctly and it’s a testament to

what one man with a dream can accomplish in this dirty, harsh world.

Todd built the service from the ground up and it works using a Flash-

based interface with plenty of additional features including on-the-fly

video and audio recording. The system also allows for the creation of a

“branded” presentation experience where all of your presentations are

presented as a cohesive whole. Yeah, I didn’t get that part either.

What’s really important is that Todd is basically creating this in a

vacuum in Medina, Ohio and it just goes to show you that good

programmers and ideas aren’t just coming from the confines of some

programmer cage in the Valley. Good on ya, Todd.

Note: Please think before you troll. Todd is the very definition of a start-

up: an enthusiastic business-owner who made something from scratch.

Crunch Network: MobileCrunch Mobile Gadgets and Applications,

Delivered Daily.

   

TECHCRUNCH

AT&T;’s YellowPages Paid
$3.85 Million In Cash For
YP.com
DEC 30, 2008 5:06PM

AT&T’s YellowPages subsidiary purchased the two-letter domain name

YP.com (now redirects to yellowpages.com) last month from the

company LiveDeal (formerly YP Corp.).

A SEC filing has now revealed that YellowPages acquired the domain

name for a cool $3,850,000 in cash payment. That’s a lot of money

for an admittedly valuable domain name, especially during this economic

downturn. It probably didn’t hurt that YP.com was actually operational

and generating revenue for LiveDeal, but we should also note that this

amount is roughly half of the publicly listed company’s current market

cap.

For the sake of comparison: AT&T (or rather BellSouth and SBC at the

time) acquired YellowPages.com for something approaching $100

million dollars a couple of years ago. Its market capitalization, of course,

exceeds $165 billion.

Hat tip to George Kirikos for the tip.

Crunch Network: CrunchBase the free database of technology

companies, people, and investors

   

ALL THINGS DIGITAL

FCC’s Free Wireless Broadband
Plan Now Unfiltered to Protect
Free Speech and Pornographers
[Digital Daily]
DEC 30, 2008 4:10PM
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Tenacious guy, that Kevin Martin. The December meeting at which the

Federal Communications Commission was to vote on his free wireless

broadband plan has been canceled. And the plan itself is, by his own

admission, dead-in-the-water, yet the FCC chairman continues to push it

forward. Centered around another major spectrum auction, the plan as it

was originally conceived would have required the winning bidders to

offer free Internet access to 95 percent of the country. With a caveat.

That access was to be filtered “to protect children and families.” It was to

be free and porn-free as well. Civil rights advocates didn’t much care for

the idea, arguing that government-mandated filters would violate the

First Amendment. And so the vote was canceled.

Now Martin has circled back with a new version of his wireless

broadband plan, one free of the content-filtering requirements that had

made it so controversial. “[If filtering] is a problem for people, let’s take

it away,” Martin told Ars Technica. “A lot of public interest advocates

have said they would support this, but [they were] concerned about the

filter. Well, now there’s an item in front of the Commissioners and it no

longer has the filter. And I’ve already voted for it without the filter now.

So it’s already got one vote.”

If Martin can muster more support for this revised plan, it could be put

up for a vote as early as Jan. 15.   

TECHCRUNCH

F*MyLife Offers A Glimpse Of
Others’ Screwed-Up Lives
DEC 30, 2008 4:09PM

If you enjoyed visiting DMFail, which surfaced Twitter messages

intended as private messages on a public website but ultimately failed,

you’re bound to get a kick out of this: F*** My Life is a service in beta

where registered users are given a public platform to complain about just

how screwed up their lives are and why.

In true Web 2.0 style, other users can comment on the short revelations

and indicate that they in fact agree about the fact his / her life is f*cked

up, and/or if the submitters actually deserve it. Thanks to those

groundbreaking features, you can filter down stories based on the

number of people who agree or think it’s well deserved, and you can also

get a top-down list of the most discussed or most favorited life stories.

It all makes for very awkward reading (it reminds me of that creepy, now

defunct Confession account on Twitter), although I’m sure there are

people that will actually enjoy this.

There are currently only 100 stories on the website, but if you have

anything to complain about in your life, eat your heart out (in max. 300

characters). Do remember to assign the correct category, so F*MyLife

can keep making these graphs as an insight into what makes people

miserable the most.

Crunch Network: CrunchBase the free database of technology

companies, people, and investors
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